


Gustav Mahler (1 860-1 911 )

Symphony No 6 (1906)

Transcription for Organ by David Briggs (2006)

Allegro energico, ma non hoppo. Heftig, aber markig.
Andante moderato
Scherzo: Wuchtig
Finale: Sostenuto -Allegro moderato -Allegro energico

I owe my love affair with this extraordinary work to my wife, Madge, who introduced me to the
greal recording of Mahler 6 with the CBSO under Sir Simon Rattle early on in our courtship back
in 2003. I have always been addicted to Mahler symphonies, starting with playing the 5e as a Viola
player in the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain in the late 1970's, but, for some reason, the
sixth had passed me by. The transcription you hear today was made in 2006, and was a S0th birthday
present for my wife.

The Symphony No. 6 in A minor by Gustav Mahler, sometimes referred to as the Tragische
(,Tragic'), was composed between 1903 and 1904 (rev 1906; scoring repeatedly revised). The
work's first performance was in Essen, on l,liay 27,1906, conducted by the composer. Amazingly,
the symphony was not heard in New York until December 1947, under Dimitris Mitropoulos.

The work is unique among Mahlels symphonies in ending in an unambiguously tragic manner.

Mahler is, of course, widely felt to be a ,tragic' composer - and yet the fact is that most of his
symphonies end triumphantly (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8), while others end in a mood of contentmenr
(No. 4), or quiet resignation (No. 9), or radiant calm (No. 10). The tragic, even nihilistic ending of
No. 6 has in fact been seen as particularly unexpected, given that the symphony was composed at
what was apparently an exceptionally happy time in Mahlefs life: he had married Alma Schindler
in 1 902, and during the course of the work's composition his second daughter was born.

Perhaps because of its complexity or because of its grim overall mood and its shatteringly
pessimistic if often exhilarating outcome, the symphony is not the most popular Mahler symphony



amongst,general' listeners. However, the work is reckoned by many to be one of his finest - both

Alban Berg and Anton Webern praised it when they first heard it: for Berg it was ,,the pnly sixth'

despite the ,Pastoral"'; while Webern actually conducted it on more than one occasion.

The status of the work's nickname is problematic. The programme for the work's first Vienna

performance (January 4,1907) shows the subtitle Tragische, but this word is not found on the

programme for the earlier performance in Munich on November 8, 1906. Nor does the word

Tragische appear on any of the scores that C. F. Kahnt published (first edition, 1 906; revised edition,

1906), or in Richard Specht's officially apploved ,thematic analysis', or on Alexander Zemlinsky's

piano duet transcription (1906). In his Gustav Mahler memoir, Bruno Walter claimed that,,Mahler

called [the work] his Tragic Symphony", and this is often cited in support of a nickname that many

people clearly find congenial. The fact remains, however, that Mahler did not so title the symphony

when he composed it; when he first performed it; when he published it; when he allowed Spechtto

analyse it; or when he allowed Zemlinsky to arrange it. He had, moreover, decisively rejected and

disavowed the titles (and programmes) of his earlier symphonies by 1900; and neither the ,Lied der

Nacht' subtitle of the Seventh Symphony, nor the ,Sinfonie der Tausend' of the Eighth, stem from

Mahler. For all these reasons, the Tragische nickname is not used in serious works of reference

There is some controversy over the order of the two middle movements, though recent

research has clarified the issue considerably. Mahler is known to have conceived the work as

having the scherzo second and lhe slow movement third, a somewhat unclassical arrangement

adumbrated in such earlier gargantuan symphonies as Beethoven's Ninth and Brucknefs Eighth

and (unfinished) Ninth, as well as in Mahlels own four-movement First and Fourth. lt was in this

arrangement that the symphony was completed (in 1904) and published (in March 1906); and it

was with a conducting score in which the schezo preceded the slow movement that Mahler

began rehearsals for the work's first performance, in May 1906. During those rehearsals, how-

ever, Mahler decided that the slow movement should precede the scherzo, and he instructed

his publishers C. F. Kahnt to prepare a ,second edition' of the work with the movements in that

order, and meanwhile to insert,enata'slips indicating the change of order into all unsold copies

of the existing edition. The ,seriousness' of such a decision is not to be under-estimated: as

Jeffrey Gantz has pointed out, ,,A composer who premieres his symphony Andante/Scherzo

immediately after publishing it Scherzo/Andante can expect a degree of public ridicule, and



[the reviewer of the first vienna performance] didn't spare the sarcasm". Moreover, this reviseo,
,second thoughts' ordering was observed by Mahler in every single performance he gave; it is also
how the symphony was performed by others during his lifetime.

The first occasion on which the abandoned, original movement order was reverted to
seems to have been in '1919, afterAlma had sent a telegram to willem Mengelberg which said
,,First scherzo, then Andante". Mengelberg, who had been in close touch with Mahler until the
latter's death, and had happily conducted the symphony in the ,Andante/scherzo'arrangement
right up to 1916, then switched to the ,Schezo/Andante' order In this he seems to have been
alone: other conductors, such as oskar Fried and Dimitri Mitropoulos, continued to perform (ano
eventually record) the work as ,Andante/schezo', as per Mahler's own second edition, right up to
the early 1 960s.

In 1963, however, Erwin Ratz's,Critical Edition'of the Sixth appeared, and in this the Schezo
preceded the Andante. Ratz, however, never offered any support (he did not even cite Alma,s
telegram) for his assertion that Mahler ,changed his mind a second time'at some point before his
death; but his editorial decision was questioned by few musicians - and even those who did not
accept his,third thoughts'ordering (such as Barbirolli in his acclaimed 1967 recording) could find
that their,Andante/Schezo' performance would be changed by the record company to ,scherzo/
Andante' so as to make their recording agree with the ,Critical Edition'. The utter lack of documentary
or other evidence in support of Ratz's (and Alma's) ,reveded' ordering has caused the most recent
critical Edition to restore the ,Andante/Scherzo'order; however, so many conductors and orchestras
still possess materials (and prejudices) which place the Schezo before the Andante that the work is
fegularly performed with the movements in that order. The matter remains hotly debated, however.

Formally, the symphony is one of Mahler's most outwardly conventional. The form and character
of each individual movement are also quite traditional, with a fairly standard sonata form first
movement (which even includes an exact repeat of the exposition, most unusual in Mahler), leading
to the middle movements, one slow, the other a scherzo, and the finale, also in sonata form, quicrer
and recapping some previously heard material.

The first movement, which for the most part has the character of a march, features a motif
consisting of an A major triad turning to A minor over a distinctive timpani rhythm (the chords are
played by humpets and oboes when first heard). This motif, which some commentators have linkeo



with fate, reappears in subsequent movements. The first movement also features a soaring melody

which the composer's wife, Alma Mahler, claimed was representative of her; this melody is now often

known as the ,,Alma theme". The movement's end marks the happiest point of the symphony with a

restatement of the Alma theme.

The andante is a respite from the brutal intensity of the rest of the work. lts main theme is an

introspective ten-bar phrase that is technically in E-flat major, though the theme alone can seem

major and minor at once. The orchestration is more delicate and reserved in this movement, making

it all the more poignant when compared to the driving darkness of the other three.

The schezo marks a return to the unrelenting march rhythms of the first movement, though in

a ,triple{ime' metrical context. lts trio (the middle section), marked Altvaterisch (,oldJashioned'), is

rhythmically irregular (4/8 switching to 3/8 and 3/4) and of a somewhat gentler character Alma's

report, often repeated, that in this movement Mahler,represented the unrhythmic games of the two

little children, tottering in zigzags over the sand" is refuted by the chronology: the movement was

composed in the Summer of 1903, when Maria Anna Mahler (born November 1902) was less than a

year old, and when Anna Justine (born July 1904) had not even been conceived. All the same, it is

widely accepted by contemporary interpretors and conductors and it is usually in this plafiul-turned-

terror-filled manner that this movement is conducted.

The last movement is an extended sonata form, characterized by drastic changes in mood and

tempo, the sudden change of glorious soaring melody to deep pounded agony. Apparently in this

movement Mahler was attempting to confront the fear of his own artistic downfall; as in the

Kindertotenlieder, he chose to deal with his concern by addressing it directly. The movement is

punctuated by three hammer blows. Alma quotes her husband as saying that these were three

mighty blows of fate befallen by the hero, ,,the third of which fells him like a tree". She identified

these blows with three later events in Gustav Mahlels own life: the death of his eldest daughter

Maria Anna Mahler, the diagnosis of an eventually fatal heart condition, and his forced resignatton

from the Vienna Opera and departure from Vienna. When he revised the work, Mahler removed

the last of these three blows for structural reasons, though some modern performances restore

it. The piece ends with the same rhythmic motif that first appeared in the first movement, but the

chord above it is a simple A minor triad, rather than A major tuming into A minor
David Briggs, 2007
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David Briggs

is an intemationally renowned organist whose performances are acdaimed for their musicality,

virtuosity, and ability to excite and engage audiences of all ages. Wth an extensive repertoire

spanning five centuries, he is increasingly known for his brilliant organ transcriptions of symphonic
music by composers such as Mahler, Schubert, Tchaikovsky, Elgar, Bruckner, Ravel, and Bach.

Fascinated by the art of lmprovisation since a child, David also frequently performs improvisations
to silent films such as Phantom of the Opera, Hunchback of Notre-Dame, Nosferatu, Jeanne d'Arc,
Metropolis, as well as a variety of Charlie Chaplin films.

At the age of 17, David obtained his FRCO (Fellow of the Royal College of Organists) diploma,
winning all the prizes and the Silver Medal of the Worshipful Company of Musicians. From

1981 to 84 he was the Organ Scholar at King's College, Cambridge University, during which time
he studied organ with Jean Langlais in Paris. The first British winner of the Tournemire Prize at the
St Albans International lmprovisation Competition, he also won the first prize in the International
lmprovisation Competition at Paisley. Subsequently David held positions at Hereford, Truro and

Gloucester Cathedrals.

David's schedule includes more than 60 concerts a year, spanning several continents. Deeply
committed to making organ music vibfant for future generations, he enjoys giving pre-concert

lectures designed to make organ music more accessible to audiences. In addition, he teaches at

Cambridge (UK), frequently serves on international organ competition juries, and gives master-

classes at colleges and conservatories across the U.S. and Europe.

David Briggs is also a prolific composer and his works range from full scale oratorios to works for
solo instruments. He has recorded a DVD, and 30 CDs, many of which include his own compositions

and lranscriptions.

For more information, Please visit: www.david-briggs.org





Stoplist of the Woehl-Organ

l. Manual ll. Manual lll. Manual Pedal
Great Positif R6cit GroR-Untersatz 32
Principal 16 +Gedeckt 16 Quintaton 16 Grand Bourdon 32

+Bordun- 16 +Principal 8 Fl0te traversidre 8 Princioal 16
Principal 8 +Salicional 8 Cor de nuit 8 +Kontrabass 16

+RohrflOte 8 Unda maris 8 Viole de Gambe 8 Violon 16

Fl0te harmonique 8 Doppelflote 8 Voix cdleste I +Subbass 16
+Gambe 8 +Gedeckt I +Fugara 4 +Gedecktbass 16

0ctave 4 +octave 4 Fl0te octaviante 4 octavbass 8
+Gemshorn 4 +Fldte 4 Octavin 2 Violoncello 8
+Quinte 2 2/3 Nasard 2 2/3 Bombarde 16 Bassflote 8

Octave 2 +Octave 2 Trompette harmonique 8 Fl6te 4
+Cornett 4-6fach ferz 11315 Clairon harmonique 4 +Posaune 16

Mixtur 6fach 2 Mixtut 4-Sf 2 Basson Hautbois 8 Basstrompete 8
Trompete 16 +Trompete 8 Voix humaine 8 Bombarde 16

Trompette 8 Clarinette 8 Tremulant Tromoette 8

Tremulant Clairon 4

- manual range: C-a3, Pedal C-fl
- mechanical key action, mechanical coupler
- electronic stop action and combination action
- symphonic wind system, divided twice within range of the keyboard per division, stronger wind

in the discant, melody emphasized, switchable to classical wind
- Stops from the manuals I and ll can be played for more nuanced tonal variation also in the pedal.

By opening of flaps, the instrument can also be played for the West choir.

+ Stop by Walcker (1871)
* Stop by Walcker, will be restored and installed into another phase of mnstruction



Couplers
il-l

ilt-l

I bass octave coupler
lll-l bass octave coupler
ilt-tl

lll-ll bass octave coupler
lll bass octave coupler
l-P

il-P

ilt-P

lll-P discant octave coupler

Playing aids
Walze

Classical Wind on

West on organ
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